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ABSTRACT
The photon energy associated with all PET radionuclides and radiopharmaceuticals is much
higher than that used in general nuclear medicine, which result in higher exposure of staff.
For radiopharmacists (during syringes preparation) and physicians (radiopharmaceutical
application to patient), the hands are more exposed to ionizing radiation than the rest of the
body.
In this study radiopharmacist and physician hands during manipulation with syringes were
recorded by video camera. The videos were analyzed and several hand phantoms were
constructed to simulate the exposure geometries at which hands are irradiated by the highest
doses. The hand dose distribution and conversion coefflecient of ring dosimeter response to
maxcimum dose equivalent of hand irradiation were evaluated by hand phantom experiments.
Hand phantoms were performed from soft tissue equivalent material.
FDG is commonly administered to patient by shielded syringe, which is connected on
infusion line. At about 15% patients it is necessary to administered FDG directly without
infusion line.
For mapping hand dose dosimeters (TLD 100H calibrated on Hp(0,07)) were located on
fingers and wrist of hand úphantom simulating physician hand. By ratio of dosimeter response
at hand localities with maximum irradiation and ring dosimeter response was obtain value of
about 30. This value is conversion factors between ring dosimeter response and maximum
dose equivalent of hand irradiation during administration FDG to patient. Hand phantoms
provide a possibility of dose mapping for specific sequences of handling with
radiopharmaceuticals. These specific sequences, which are relevant from the point of view
hand irradiation could be chosen on base of analyses of video records of worker during
handling with radiopharmaceuticals.
It was proved that only one hand phantom was necessary for simulation of all radiopharmacist
operations with FDG during syringe preparation to patient PET. For this purpose by Monte
Carlo simulations an effective position of radioactive source with regard to radiopharmacist
hands was found. Representativeness of hand phantom was verified by dose mapping in real
experiment with dosimeters on hands of nuclear medicine personal.
By using of automatic dose dispenser the irradiation of radiopharmacist hands was reduced.
But the radiopharmacist hands are still considerable irradiated during removal of the filled
syringes from the automated dose dispenser.This work was sponsored by project of Ministry
of Health SR No.2005/26-SZU-04.
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